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Task Step Step Hazard Hazard Mitigation Picture 

1.  Inspect ladder for 
damage. 

a. Side Rails 
b. Rungs / Steps 
c. Locking Mechanism 

(Spreader) 
d. Feet 

Pinch Points Hand Placement / 
Gloves 

 
2a.   Setting up a ladder 
near a guard rail system. 
 

Leading Edge Exposure: Top 
rails are installed at 42” (+/-
3”).  One rung (step) up 
places you at risk of a fall. 
Placing you above the top 
rail.   
 
Leaving the top rail ~30” (+/-
3”) above your feet. 

If the employees task is 
on a ladder on the 1st 
rung/step.   
 
The base of the Ladder 
must be a minimum of     
7’-0” from the leading 
edge 
 
Or 
 
Employee must find a 
suitable anchorage 
point (overhead & 
5,000#) and tie off. 

 
2b. Leading Edge Exposure: Top 

rails are installed at 42” (+/-
3”).  Two (2) rungs (steps) 
up place you at risk of a fall. 
Placing you above the top 
rail.   
 
Leaving the top rail ~18” (+/-
3”) above your feet. 

If the employees task is 
on a ladder on the 2nd 
rung/step.   
 
The base of the Ladder 
must be a minimum of     
8’-0” from the leading 
edge 
 
Or 
 
Employee must find a 
suitable anchorage 
point (overhead & 
5,000#) and tie off. 

 
2c. Leading Edge Exposure: Top 

rails are installed at 42” (+/-
3”).  Three (3) rungs (steps) 
up place you at risk of a fall 
placing you above the top 
rail. 
 
Leaving the top rail ~6” (+/-
3”) above your feet. 

If the employees task is 
on a ladder on the 3rd 
rung/step.   
 
The base of the Ladder 
must be a minimum of     
9’-0” from the leading 
edge 
 
Or 
 
Employee must find a 
suitable anchorage 
point (overhead & 
5,000#) and tie off. 
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2d. Leading Edge Exposure: 
Top rails are installed at 
42” (+/-3”).  Four (4) rungs 
(steps) up place you at risk 
of a fall placing you above 
the top rail.   
 
Leaving the top rail ~-6” 
(+/-3”) below your feet. 

If the employees task is 
on a ladder on the 4th 
rung/step.   
 
The base of the Ladder 
must be a minimum of     
10’-0” from the leading 
edge 
 
Or 
 
Employee must find a 
suitable anchorage 
point (overhead & 
5,000#) and tie off. 

 
2e. Leading Edge Exposure: Top 

rails are installed at 42” (+/-
3”).  Five (5) rungs (steps) up 
place you at risk of a fall 
placing you above the top 
rail.   
 
Leaving the top rail ~-18” 
(+/-3”) below your feet. 

If the employees task is 
on a ladder on the 5th 
rung/step.   
 
The base of the Ladder 
must be a minimum of     
11’-0” from the leading 
edge 
 
Or 
 
Employee must find a 
suitable anchorage 
point (overhead & 
5,000#) and tie off. 

 
3.  Working above 6’ on a 
ladder. 

Fall from heights. Inspect all Fall 
Protection Equipment 
          & 
Tie off 

 
 

NOTES* 

Never lean a step ladder.  Always use in an open and locked position. 

Secure ladder to structure or have someone hold the ladder to prevent from tipping. 

Never set up ladder on unstable surface. 

Best practice is to minimize working alone when at heights. 

 


